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The Bills and Dolphins aren’t letting the lack of
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playoff possibilities keep them from going down swinging this season.Dolphins linebacker Kiko Alonso
touched off a fight in the third quarter of Sunday’s game when he came in late on a sliding Josh Allen.
Alonso kicked him in the head in the process and both teams came together to scuffle in the aftermath of
the hit.That scuffle led to Bills right tackle Jordan Mills and Dolphins defensive end Robert Quinn being
ejected from the contest as well.It’s not the first time Alonso has made that kind of play and he notably
nailed Ravens quarterback Joe Flacco in a 2017 game Tremaine Edmunds Jerseys Stitched  , but he
was neither ejected nor suspended for that shot.The actual game has swung back in the Bills’ favor as
they scored on their first possession of the third quarter and then forced a Ryan Tannehill fumble on a
Shaq Lawson sack that set up another touchdown. It’s now 28-14 in their favor with time running low in
the third. The NFL has slowly cracked the door on gambling, after years of treating it as a
boogeyman.The Bills are ready to run through that door and start grabbing the money that’s behind
it.According to Tom Precious of the  
Andre Reed Jersey
, officials from Pegula Sports and Entertainment (which owns the Bills and the NHL Sabres) were
working the state assembly, with the goal of getting in-stadium gambling approved. A measure to allow
online sports betting in New York is being discussedTeam representatives were in Albany yesterday to
make sure they were heard by state government. They’ve also hired a lobbying firm for $7 
Womens Shaq Lawson Jersey
,500 a month to work on the issue.“Several legislative items are currently under consideration that could
have an effect on our business operations and the fans’ gameday experience. As always, our fans
remain our number one priority 
http://www.thebillslockerroom.com/authentic-logan-thomas-jersey
,” company spokesman Don Heins said in a statement. They did add that those lobbying efforts were
unrelated to their stadium project.Sports gambling has been approved for four casinos in New York, but
more legislative work would be needed to approve the kind of online sports wagering that would allow
fans to bet from their seats.NFL owners know that gambling is the next great frontier (of revenue) 
Josh Allen Jersey
, which is why they’re working to make sure they’re in on it.
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